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Greta du Velay
Group of 21 educational institutions (Gr.Eta)

Ministry of education

Created in 1975 

40 permanent staff

Network of 200 free-lance trainers

300 000 training hours/year

2000 learners per year

Iso 9001



Greta du Velay – training offer

Preparation to diplomas (CAP, Bac Pro, BTS)

Qualifying modules

2nd chance School

Integration courses and preparation to employment  

Training in the local prison (cook)

FormaLab: fablab for vocational integration

Workshop for the certificate CLEA „Socle de connaissances et 

compétences professionnelles” (= “soft skills” = key competences)

French as integration language, French as a Foreign Language

Tutors' training

...



Greta du Velay

Development of free learning paths and ressources for migrants

http://diagnosticompetences.iportfolio.velay.greta.fr/

Become familiar with work legislation

Access to midle management positions

http://afip.velay.greta.fr

http://parlemploi.velay.greta.fr

Valorising skills of high skilled migrants

http://brefe.eu

Support for validation of prior learning

Development of resources for trainers

http://cri.velay.greta.fr



Method and tools for emergence

Non formal (group, individual)

Formal (individual)

Short competence assessment

Validation of prior learning

Professional immersion

Evaluation of skills for employment 



Starting from the 

qualities...





The migration path

 Narration

 Questions



Flexible CVs (& portfolios)

Changing the classical frame

 CV: focusing on project  + history of migration (narrative)

 Portfolios 



Formalab - http://formalab.fr

A fablab focusing on preparation to employment

A fablab = an open space with (digital) tools to make projects and 

produce objects (from low-tech to high-tech) – eq. a small factory 

with automation tools (possible links with local SMEs for 

prototyping)

Role of the tutor: choice of projects with learners, guidance, 

facilitating access to ressources, link with theory and training 

when needed 

A tool for assessment of “soft skills” - Observation in „working 

conditions” by the trainer/tutor



Formalab

Short self-

assessment of 

key 

competences 

and transversal 

competences



Formalab

Extensive

bi-partite 

assessment of 

attitudes and 

transversal 

competences



Method and tools for emergence

Non formal (group, individual)

Formal (individual)

Short competence assessment

Validation of prior learning

Professional immersion

Evaluation of skills for employment 



(Short) Competence assessment (1/2)

 Individual service

 3 hours

 Objective: bring to light and put in words the skills/competences

The migrant is aware

Future interviews with advisers are facilitated

 Friendly space, round table, side by side 



(Short) Competence assessment (2/2)

Steps

 Discussion on the actual situation, focus on social dimension

 Exchange on what has been done before

 Searching for correspondances in the directory of occupations 

 Questionning the transferability of existing skills

 Exchange on behavioural skills and cultural codes at work

 Identification of barriers 

(administrative/mobility/training/language/family/health)

 Professional projects ideas (also /list of short-staffed jobs)

 Action plan (given to the migrant)  



Access to the job

Description of the job

Conditions of the job

Possible employers



Basic competences

Skills / know-how Knowledge

Specific competences



Professional 

mobility

Jobs that are close

Jobs accessible with evolution



List of diplomas 

and certification

preparing to this 

job

List of courses 

preparing to 

related diplomas 

and certifications



Validation of Prior learning 

“Validation des acquis de l'expérience”



Validation of Prior learning 
It is possible to obtain a qualification, or a partial qualification 

(certifying only some competences from the reference 

framework) without taking any courses.

Anyone, regardless of age, nationality, status and level of 

training, who has at least 1 year of experience directly related to 

the targeted qualification, can benefit from validation of prior 

learning.

The experience can be as employee, self-employed or volunteer. 



Validation of Prior learning 
1) Interview with an adviser:

- to evaluate the feasibility of the project 

- to choose the qualification targeted

- to possibly obtain funding for the support

2) Preparation and submission of the admissibility file containing:

- documents justifying the duration of the activities carried out by 

the candidate,

- specific documents requested by the certification body,

- the application form 



Validation of Prior learning 
3) Filling of a file demonstrating that the competences are 

mastered. The candidate must present main activities and tasks 

related to the targeted diploma. The file includes:

– A description of the work context, activities and tasks 

performed;

– Evidence of professional practice, including the tools used 

(equipment, materials, resources, etc.).

This phase can be supported by an adviser depending on the body that 

delivers the certification (Ministry of Education, of Employment, of 

Youth, of Agriculture, Professional Branches…)



Validation of Prior learning 

4) Assessment of the application by examination boards 

implemented under the responsibility of the certifying bodies 

(professionals and trainers) – interview.

In addition, the candidate can be assessed in a practical situation. 

The board decide if the diploma if obtained partially or fully. 



Validation of Prior learning 

Long process

Based on writing

Specific preparations for migrants FLE/VAE: 60 hours (e.g.)



Professional immersion (1/2)
Period in a company (PMSMP)

Objectives

 Discovering the working conditions in France

 Becoming familiar with a specific job context in France

 Assessing existing competences

 Detecting gaps in competences

 Detecting other possible barriers to employment  

 Creating professional networks

Prescription/Orientation: Pôle emploi, Missions locales, ...

Duration: 1-4 weeks (cumulated: max 2 months on 12 months)



Professional immersion (2/2)
Conditions: having an official status (refugee, international 

protection, having the right to work...)

Signature of a quadri-partite contract

No wages, the entry status is kept (solidarity wage...)

No cost for the companies (insurances covered by the tool)

Same working conditions as other employees (but not to replace 

an employee)

Follow up: by the prescriptor or an external organisation (a unique 

reference for the company and the migrant)

Tutoring: the company names a tutor to welcome, inform, guide, 

evaluate



Recruitment based on skills
Recruitment through simulation

Organised by Pôle emploi

Diplomas, certificates and experience are 

not taken into account

Best practice to avoid discriminations



 A set of skills are needed to perform a job.

 Skills developed both in the professional and 

personal sphere.

 Skills are transferable from one situation to 

another.

Recruitment through simulation

What is a skill?



Recruitment through simulation

A heavy preparation

1. Carry out a study of the position within a similar production site to 

determine the skills

2. Imagine hardware simulation supports "that will make it possible to 

model all the problems of the workstation"

3. Develop the reduced model representative of all the tasks to be 

performed in the position to be occupied.

4. Create the procedure for using the model in a simulation exercises

5. Calibrate the exercises according to their form and their theoretical 

duration, to reach half a day.

6. Benchmark the exercises (content and  relevance) with the 

management and staff by taking operators at the same level as the 

positions to be filled (a minimum requirement is fixed).



Organisation of 
work

Tasks and job Physical attitudes and 
gestures

Human relations

- adapt 
- take initiatives 
and be 
autonomous
- assume 
responsibilities
- organise and 
be organised
- understand and 
respect a system 
of norms and 
directives 
- work under 
pressure 

- gather and analyse 
data
- inform and advise
- create and innovate 
and invent
- take decisions
- visualise a process 
or an object
- control and check 
quality
- developing a task 
on a long run
- progress in a 
working situation 

- coordinate and control 
the movements
- manipulate objects with 
care
- carry on heavy stuff
- supporting efforts
- achieve tasks in difficult 
positions
- differentiate and 
localise sounds
- identify forms and 
colours
- pronounce distinctly
- identify forms by 
touching 

- work in team
- manage a 
team
- act in a relation 
of exchange and 
help 

In which context What the workers 
does

On the job With whom

Recruitment through simulation

Ex. evaluation of 26 “transversal skills”



Recruitment through simulation

A heavy process

1. Preparation 

2. Information by Pôle emploi

3. Organisation of simulations

4. Presentation of the pre-selected candidates to the company for 

face to face individual interviews (without CV) that are supposed to 

evaluate the motivation

Only for sectors lacking workforce

Only for long-term contracts

½ of the pre-selected candidates have to be employed


